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The following problem was posed by Wall and Johnson [4]: For which finitely 
generated one relator groups G is K(G, 1) a Poincare complex? It happens that if 
K(G, 1) is a Poincare complex whe. e G is a one relator group then K(G, 1) is a 
finite Poincare 2-complex. Cohen [8] and later Dyer and Vasquez [9] have shown 
that if X is a finite Poincare 2-complex and the Euler characteristic of X is non 
negative then X has the homotopy type of a closed surface. In this paper the 
problem of Wall and Johnson is shown to be equivalent to calculating a certain 
ideal in the integral group ring of G and comparing it with the augmentation ideal 
(Theorem 1). Also some group theoretic results are derived for oriented Poincare 
duality 2 groups (Theorem 2). 
In the aforementioned paper, Johnson and Wall characterize finitely presented 
groups G whose K(G, 1) is a PoincarC complex as follows. ZG will denote the 
integral group ring of G. 
(i) There exists a finite resolution of 2 as a trivial ZG-module by finitely 
generated ZG-projective modules. 
(ii) For some integer k, Ext&@, ZG) = 0 for i# k and Extk(Z, ZG) = 2. 
A finitely presented group satisfying (i) and (ii) will be called a Poincare duality 
group and k is the dimension of the group. 
In [3] Lyndon produced a free left resolution of 2 over ZG if G is a finitely 
generated group with a single defining relator which is not a proper power, i.e. 
G = {x, 9 l l x,; R} where R.= R(x, l l l x,) E free group generated by x1 - l l x, is 
not equal to Q”, s > 1. The resolution is as follows. 
where ~(g)=l, al(hl,...,A,)=~rhi(~~-I); a,(+&%...,=) and 
aR/aXj is the left for derivative of R (xl l 9 l x,) with respect to Xj in the group ring 
Z(F) and - denotes the image in ZG. 
is also the second cohomology of the 
G)) is obtained by applying the functor 
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Hono (-, ZG) to the above resolution and computing the second cohomology 
group of the resulting complex, one obtains immediately the following proposition. 
Proposition 1, H’(G, ZG) f= ZG / %G, where 8Gr is the right ideal in ZG gener- 
- w 
ated by dR / axI,. . . , dR /ax,. 
Since the Lyndon resolution is of length 2, Ext&(Z, ZG) = 0 for i > 2, and G has 
finite cohomological dimension. Assuming G# (I}, it follows that G is infinite. 
Since G is infinite Ext~&, ZG) = Homzo (2, ZG) = 0. For if 4 : Z-, ZG is a 
ZG-map, and if 4(l) = c a,g, then +(h .I) = & a,hg. But this implies ah, = a, for 
all h E G. However G is infinite and so all the a, must be zero, i.e. 4 E 0. 
In order for G to be a PoincarC duality group of dimension 2 it is necessary for 
H*( G, ZG) = 2 as ar 1 abelian, group. Since, by Proposition 1, H’(G, ZG) = 
ZG/$G, if G is to be t Poincare duality group, ZG/$G, must be isomorphic to Z 
as abelian groups. It follows that 2 inherits a right ZG-module structure via the 
isomorphism with ZC;/%G,. IIence each generator & must act as an automorphsim 
on 2 i.e. 1 . 2 = 2 1. The action of G on 2 determines a homomorphism 
~:G-,AutZ~Zz=-:{+1}.SinceforanynEZ,n.~~=(t~~)n,if~:ZG/‘iPG,~Z 
is the isomorphism which transfers the G-module structure to Z, then 
4(I. 2i + W,) = 4(1+ %Gr)& = (t%)4(1+ 8G,) = 4(t& + %G,) i.e. Zi - t.Zi E %GF. 
Let A’ = the right ideal in ZG generated by (& - t&, . . . ,Zn - t&). We call A ’ a 
twisted augmentation ideal. Note if t is the trivial homomorphism, A’ is the usual 
augmentation ideal of ZG. Our p~revious calculation shows that A ’ C %G,. Consider 
the exact sequence of right ZG-modules O-, 8G, /A’ * ZG/A ’ -+ ZG/$G, + 0. A 
swift calculation shows ZG/A ’ - 2 as an abelian group. Since we are assuming G is 
a Poincare duality group, ZG/8G, is also isomorphic to 2. It follows that 
%GJA ’ = (0)i.e. A ’ = %Gr. Hence we have shown that H’(G,ZG) = Zif tilld only if 
there exists a homomorphism t : G --) Z2 = { 4 1) so that A ’ = 8Gr. Note that AC is 
always a 2-sided ideal in 26. [This follows from the formula Zi(Zj - tZj) = 
(Zi - tZi)gj + tXi(Zj - tZj)- tXj(Zi - tEi)e] Hence if G is to be a Poincare duality group 
%G, must be a 2-sided ideal in ZG. This is a real condition as there exist finitely + 
generated one relator groups where 8G, is definitely not a two sided ideal in ZG. 
We have now determined conditions on G in order for H’(G, ZG) to be correct 
if G is to be a Poincar6 duality group. One must now examine H’(G, ZG). 
However it turns out that if H2(G, G) is correct i.e. = 2, then H’(G, ZG) = (0). 
We state this as a theorem. 
Let G be a finitely generated one relator group with presentation 
l l l x,) not a prqper power. Then G is a Poincare’ duality 
group if and only if there exists a homomorphism t : f3 + Z2 = ( =r: 1) with A ’ = 8G,. 
ne direction is reviorls remar t only remains to s 
Suppose then 
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Swan [6] has sE,awn N’(G, ZG) is free abelian and for any prime p, H’(G, Z,G) = 
2, @H’(Ci, .‘W j. It follows, since H’(G, ZzG) determines the number of ends of 
the group G , i?, 51, that G has more than one end. :Now Epstein [2] has proven that 
a group n !cati 2 ends if and only if ?x contains an infinite cyclic subgroup of finite 
index. This il.rplies that if cohomolotical dimension of rr is finite, it must be equal 
to 1. Since cohomological dimension of G is 2, G does not have 2 ends. Therefore 
G has infinitely many ends [2]. By Stalling’s theorem [S] G is a non trivial free 
product G = G1 * Gz and Grusko’s theorem says each Gi is finitely generated. 
The Mayer-Vietoris Sequence 163 shows cohomological dimension of each Gi is 
G 2. By iteration one therefore can decompose G as a free product G, * l 9 l * GR 
where each Gi has H’(Gi, ZGi) = (0) or cohomological dimension Gi s 1. For those 
Gi of dimension 2, let Ci = H*(GI,ZGi). The Meyer-Vietoris sequence shows 
I.2(G, ZG)A @ H2(Gi? ZG) is an isomorphism. Since Gi is a subgroup of G, ZG 
is a free ZGi-module on [G, Gi] generaiors. H’herefore if i, : @L, ZGi -z+ ZG is 
the decomposition, ia : ZGi + ZG induces a monomorphism i, : I”i”(Gi, ZG,)-t 
H2(Gi, ZG). Hence if Gi has cohomological dimension 2, H’(Gi, ZG) # (0). Since 
H2(G,ZG) = 2 as an abelian group, there czrnnot exist more than one Gi of 
dimension 2. In fact, there exists exactly one Gi of dimension 2, otherwise G is a 
free product of torsion free groups of dimension one and hence a free product of 
free groups. But 6 is not free, since H2(G, G) # (0). So we have 
H‘(G, ZG) z H’(Gi, ZG) z H’(Giy $011 ZGi) 
where ai = [G, G$]. It is easy to see that if M = @a M, is an arbitrary direct sum of 
G-modules, then there exists a monomorphism en H’(G, A&)-, H’(G, M). 
Therefore 
Z z H’(G,ZG).x H”fGi @a, ZGi) > @ H*(Gi, ZGt). 
01 
If ai > 1, Z therefore contains an non trivial direct sum which is impossible, so 
CY~ = 1 i.e. Gi = G and SO H’(G,Z@) s H’(G,,ZGi) = (0). 0 
A Poincare duality group is orientable if H2(G, Z) = Z where Z has the trivial 
G-module structure. A quick calculatiijn shows that this is equivalent to the 
homomorphism t : G -3 Z2 being trivial, 50 that a finitely generated one relator 
group is an oriented Poincark duality group if and only if %G, is the augmentation 
ideal. 
In an attempt to prove every finitely generated one relator group which is a 
Poincare duality group is the fundamental group of closed surface, the following 
observation becomes pertinent. 
. If every finitc!y generated on relator orientable Poincare’ duality group is 
rphic to the fundamental group of a closed surface, then et!ery finitely generated 
one ~e~a~ov is*roi4~ which is a roup is isomorphic to the fundamental 
group of a closed surface. 
I)!ertCe we; may corKef!trate on ~titY;llit&&Z E)oincar~ duality g~txqs~ &M~B %pf% 
theorem ctwtcerniag &(G, Z) it fl~llows that G = (x8, c s . , x, ; R) is an oriented 
Poincar6 duality group only if R E [E, I$ the commuttitar subgroup of the free 
group F generated by Xl,. l ” 9 %m. 
Thre foIlswing corallq of she main theorem wilt be useful for the next resuit. Let 
dR = the It-sided ideal iLsrr ZF’ generated by aRf&, . . .) dR/&. 
CmAlrrrp rf If G = {EC ~1,. . . , x,), R 1 is an oriented Poincar& duality 
dR equals the augment:.dl ion idea2 of ZE 
group, then 
Proall, If G is an arie ‘Ited Poincare group then (dR)* = %G, = A0 = A$ where 
Q : 2!F- ZG is the natural map. Now (dR) C AF since R E [F, F]. Moreover, 
9% * ideal in ZF generated by R - 1 is contained in (dR) because of the relation 
R - 1 = 2 $ (xi - 1). 
I 
Since ker 4 = 9& (dR )” = A$and !9? c(dR)EAF we must have (dR)= AF. El 
Theorem 2. Let R = flf [ar, bi] where a,, bi E F(x,, . . . , x,) and let F’ = 
gp(a 1, . , . , a). If G = {F, R j is an oriented Poincare’ duality group, then F’ = F. 
We first state and prove a lemma. 
Lemma. Let Cl be a group, H a subgrotip of G. Let wH = right ideaf in ZG 
generated by 1 - h, for h E H. Then 
1) if H is generated by {hl, . . . , hk}, wH is generated by 1 - ht, . . . , 1 - hk ; 
2) if wH, = WI&, then HI = Hz. 
Proof. 1) follows from the formula 1 - h ‘h F’ = (1 - h ‘)h F* + (1 - h F’) and induc- 
tion, bzJd 2) follows by considering the natural map A : ZG + Z(G/H) where 
Z(G/H) is the free abelian group generated by the right cosets of H in G, and 
A(g) = Hg. An easy calculation shows wH = ker 4. Since if g E H, g $!! ker 4, 2) 
follows. Cl 
eorem 2. The chain rule for the Fox derivatives ays 
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Hence the right ideal generated by aR/ax,, . . . , Gt/ax, is contained in the right 
ideal generated hy 8R/&, . . . , aR/abk, 
( dR ax, “)ZFC(~,...,gp ’ l l l ’ ax, 
Since R E [F’, F’] it is easy to see cYR /~?a,, c?R lab, E augmentation ideal of ZF’ i.e., 
the ideal of ZF’ genrated by (a, - 1,. . . , bk - 1). Hencewe have the following chain 
of inclusions (the equality of AF and d R is from the Corollary) 
(aI - 1,. . . , b,-l)ZFcAF=dRc(al-l,...,bk-1)ZF. 
It follows that the ideals in ZF generated by (at - 1,. . . , bk - 1) and (x, - 1,. . . , 
X” - 1) are equal. By the lemma F’ = gp(a*, . . . , bk) = gp(xl,. . . ,x,) = 9;: 0 
Although this theorem does not allow us to assalme the relator is a commutator in 
the generators of G, the following result is still of some interest. 
hoposition. If G = {xl,. . . , x, : R} and R = ~7% - l l c Ek where each ci is a corn - 
~ufa?~r [xi19 xiz] of the ge~2era?~rs and each generafu~ arrears in exactly one 
commutator, then G is a PoincaG’duaZity group if and only if each ni = 2 1 i.e. G is 
the f~nda~en~a2 group of an oriented surface. 
Proof. Using the chain rule for Fox derivatives, one has 
Since G is a Poincare duality group %G, = A a two sided ideal in ZG. Hence 
‘%I%, = A = ideal generated by ( l * l (1 + ci + * l 9 + dff,l”‘) (1 - xilxbx L”), . . l ) (1+ ci + 
l * * + &‘-‘)(Xi, -- x&xi,ix;l), 1 c l ). Map G into 2 by sending xi37 xi,* 1 and xi,, xj.y 5 
a multiplicative generator of 2. This map is well defined and sends 8G* into the 
ideal in Z(Z) generated by 1 nj I(6 - 1). The augmentation ideal is mapped to the 
ideal generated by 5 - I. Since 8G, = A in ZG we must have (f rti f (6 - 1)) = (5 - 1) 
in Z(Z). Hence 1 rtj I=” 1. Cl 
One would now like to show that if G is a finitely generated one relator oriented 
Poincare duality group with the relator a commutator in the gekierators, then each 
generator appears in in exactly one commutator. Unfortunately this is false as the 
following example shows. Let Gk = {xl,. =. , X2k ; [XI, X&2, X3] * l * [XC, Xi+11 
*es 
f X2k-i, x’Lkf}* A relatively easy caluclatiun with the Fox derivatives shows Gk is 
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an oriented Poincare duality group. It is true, however, that Gk is isomorphic to the 
fundamental group of a k-holed torus. For k = 2 it is given by the correspondence 
In general the isomorphism of G with the fundamental group of a k holed torus is 
only slightly more clamplemented. 
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